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Isotropic compressible turbulence subjected to rapid isotropic compression is studied using inviscid
rapid distortion theory~RDT! and direct numerical simulation. An exact solution to the rapid
distortion problem is given. Comparisons are made between the simulation results and the RDT
solution, as well as previously studied limiting cases of the RDT solution. The comparisons
illustrate the range of applicability of the RDT solutions. Implications for the use of RDT results in
modeling compressible turbulent flows are briefly discussed. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-6631~96!03209-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

Compressibility effects on turbulence are important in
many engineering applications and have been the subject of
numerous recent investigations. In order to accurately model
compressible turbulent flows there is a need to improve cur-
rent turbulence models and to increase our understanding of
compressible turbulence. One tool that has proven useful in
turbulence model development and in gaining insight into
turbulent flows is rapid distortion theory~RDT!. Within RDT
the time scale of the mean flow is assumed much shorter than
that of the turbulence so that nonlinear interactions within
the turbulence can be neglected. In the current investigation
we consider the rapid distortion problem for isotropic turbu-
lence subjected to isotropic mean compression.

Isotropic mean compression is considered for two rea-
sons. First, the problem is tractable and, as shown in section
III, an exact solution to the inviscid RDT problem exists.
The second reason is that many turbulence models are for-
mulated in terms of an isotropic part and an anisotropic part.
For such models, the case of isotropic mean compression
would provide information needed to determine the model
constants.

In order to check the validity of the RDT solution and
the relevance of the assumptions made, the RDT results are
compared to those of direct numerical simulations~DNS!.
We find that the exact RDT solution is of limited utility. In
spite of the limitations, the analysis does yield insight into
compressible turbulence and brings out some issues that
need to be considered in modeling compressible turbulent
flows.

The RDT problem for compressible homogeneous turbu-
lence under mean strain has been considered previously by
Sabelnikov,1 Durbin and Zeman,2 Jacquinet al.3 and Cam-
bon et al.4 Sabelnikov considered a constant strain rate,
which is inconsistent with the mean momentum equation un-
der the restrictions of homogeneous turbulence. The flow
obtained with a constant strain rate may be quasi-

homogeneous in the sense discussed in Ref. 2; however,
since the flow is not strictly homogeneous, the results are not
compared to those of the current study. Durbin and Zeman
considered anisotropic strains and found approximate solu-
tions to the RDT equations by using the WKB~Wentzel,
Kramers, Brillouin! method~see e.g., Bender and Orszag5!
and assuming high frequencies and low turbulent Mach num-
bers. Jacquinet al.3 and Cambonet al.4 also considered an-
isotropic strains. They found solutions to the RDT problem
under the ‘‘pressure released’’ approximation, which corre-
sponds to the limit of very large strain rates but does not
require the low Mach number approximation used by Durbin
and Zeman.2 Cambonet al.4 also presented solutions in the
limit of high frequencies and low turbulent Mach numbers
and performed DNS spanning the range from the high-
frequency limit to the pressure-released limit. In the current
paper, we find exact solutions to the RDT problem for the
special case of isotropic mean strain without the need for any
of the above approximations, other than that of rapid strain
rate.

Previous simulations of compressible turbulence under
isotropic mean strain have been done by Coleman and
Mansour.6,7 In Ref. 6 a simulation was performed at a very
low turbulent Mach number (M

T
50.04). The effect of the

variation of the kinematic viscosity due to the mean flow
compression was examined, but no other compressibility ef-
fects were considered. In Ref. 7 the simulations were at
higher turbulent Mach numbers. Comparisons were made
with turbulence models for compressibility terms arising in
the turbulent kinetic energy equation~see section II below!,
but satisfactory agreement was not obtained.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II the equa-
tions for the turbulent fields are simplified under the assump-
tions of RDT. In section III a simple exact solution to the
RDT problem is given for the case of a monatomic gas
(g55/3, whereg is the ratio of specific heats!. A solution
for general values ofg is given in the appendix, but is not
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used because of its complexity. Limiting cases of the RDT
solution for high frequencies and high strain rates are then
considered. The RDT predictions are compared to DNS re-
sults in section IV, and the validity of the RDT assumptions
are discussed. Finally, conclusions are made in section V.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Restrictions on the mean flow required for compressible
turbulence to remain homogeneous have been given by
Blaisdell et al.8 and Cambonet al.4 They have also been
presented for the case of strained flows by Durbin and
Zeman2 who considered the RDT problem for anisotropic
mean strain. For isotropic mean strain the mean velocity gra-
dient tensor has the form

]ũi
]xj

5S~ t !d i j5
S0

~11S0t !
d i j , ~1!

whereS0 is the initial mean strain rate (S0,0 for compres-
sion!. The tilde over the velocity indicates a Favre or mass-
weighted average. The effect of the isotropic compression
upon a fluid element is depicted in Fig. 1. As a consequence
of the change in volume, the mean density is given by

r̄ ~ t !5
r̄~0!

~11S0t !
3 . ~2!

Note that for the case of a compressive strain there is a
singularity atuS0ut51. This corresponds to the time when all
space is compressed to zero volume. In the discussion below,
results are presented for time in the range 0<uS0ut<0.8.

The assumptions for RDT are discussed in detail by
Hunt and Carruthers.9 RDT is a linearized theory in which
the time scale of the mean flow is assumed much smaller
than the time scale of the turbulence at a given length scale.
Based on this assumption, the nonlinear terms in the equa-
tions of motion can be neglected relative to the terms con-
taining the mean deformation rate. For the large energy con-
taining eddies the time scale of the turbulence is longer than
that of the small dissipation scales. Therefore, a larger mean
deformation rate is needed to justify RDT for the small
scales than for the large scales. Also, RDT is valid for short
nondimensional times even when the mean deformation rate
is not large. Thus for large but finite deformation rates, RDT
will be valid initially but become less accurate at later non-
dimensional times. These effects are seen in the comparisons
made below. Because they are linear, the viscous terms could
be included in the formulation. Instead, we assume the vis-

cous decay time is long compared to the time scale of the
mean flow, and use inviscid RDT, which substantially sim-
plifies the analysis.

Since the nonlinear, viscous and heat conduction terms
are neglected, the mean flow and the fluctuations follow the
isentropic relations. Specifically, the mean pressure is related
to the mean density and is given by

p̄~ t !5
p̄~0!

~11S0t !
3g , ~3!

whereg is the ratio of specific heats. The linearized, inviscid
equations for the fluctuating quantities are

D̄ui8

Dt
52S~ t !ui82

1

r̄~ t !

]p8

]xi
, ~4!

D̄p8

Dt
52g p̄~ t !d823gS~ t !p8, ~5!

D̄s8

Dt
50, ~6!

where

D̄

Dt
5

]

]t
1S~ t !xk

]

]xk
~7!

is the substantial derivative based on the mean velocity,
primed quantities denote fluctuations, ands is the entropy.
~The fluctuating density and temperature are related top8
through the isentropic relations, and therefore only an equa-
tion for the pressure is needed.!

Splitting the problem into acoustic and vortical modes
yields considerable insight, as is discussed below. Taking the
divergence and the curl of the fluctuating momentum equa-
tion ~4! gives

D̄d8

Dt
522S~ t !d82

1

r̄
¹2p8, ~8!

D̄v i8

Dt
522S~ t !v i8, ~9!

whered8 is the dilatation~fluctuating divergence of velocity!
andv i8 is the fluctuating vorticity.

In order to be able to use periodic boundary conditions
in the DNS and Fourier analysis for the RDT, a transforma-
tion is employed10 in which the coordinate system deforms
with the mean flow, such that

xi85Bi j ~ t !xj , ~10!

where

Bi j ~ t !5B~ t !d i j5
1

~11S0t !
d i j ~11!

is the coordinate transformation matrix. The resulting com-
putational domain for the DNS deforms as shown in Fig. 1.

The equations for the fluctuations are most easily solved
in Fourier space. After transformation, they are

FIG. 1. Schematic of isotropic compression.
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dp̂

dt
52g p̄~ t !d̂23gS~ t ! p̂, ~12!

dd̂

dt
522S~ t !d̂1

B2~ t !

r̄~ t !
k2p̂, ~13!

dv̂ i

dt
522S~ t !v̂ i , ~14!

where ˆ denotes a Fourier coefficient, andk is the magni-
tude of the wavenumber vector,kW . ~The entropy equation
does not enter into the formulation since it reduces tos85
constant.! One point that is clear from these equations is that
the vorticity mode and acoustic mode are decoupled. This is
not true for anisotropic mean strains, in which case the vor-
ticity acts as a source term in the dilatation equation.2,4 This
decoupling has implications for turbulence modeling and is
discussed further below.

There are two additional terms due to compressibility
that enter into the two-equation turbulence modeling prob-
lem for homogeneous turbulence. They appear in the equa-
tion for turbulent kinetic energy, which is

D̄k

Dt
5P2«s2«d1Pd , ~15!

where k5rui8ui8/2 is the turbulent kinetic energy per unit
volume,P5rui8uj8ũi , j is the production term,«s5m̃v i8v i8 is
the solenoidal dissipation rate,«d5(4/3)m̃d8d8 is the dilata-
tional dissipation rate, andPd5p8d8 is the pressure-
dilatation correlation. The solenoidal dissipation rate,«s , is
the same as the dissipation rate in incompressible homoge-
neous turbulence and is typically modeled using the usual
incompressible dissipation rate equation as follows:

D̄«s
Dt

5C«1P
«s
k

2C«2

«s
2

k
. ~16!

The dilatational dissipation rate and the pressure-dilatation
correlation are the two additional compressibility terms. The
dilatational dissipation represents the rate of dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy due to the divergence of velocity,
and is an irreversible process. On the other hand, the
pressure-dilatation correlation represents the reversible trans-
fer of energy from kinetic to internal energy. One of the
goals of this investigation is to use rapid distortion theory to
gain more insight into these two terms.

A consequence of the decoupling of the vorticity and
acoustic modes described above is that the ratio of the dila-
tational to the solenoidal dissipation rate is highly dependent
on initial conditions. This was shown by Coleman and
Mansour,7 who performed DNS of compressible turbulence
undergoing isotropic strain at intermediate values of the
strain rate. However, the turbulence models for the dilata-
tional dissipation rate suggested by Zeman11,12 and
Sarkar13,14are not sensitive to initial conditions. These mod-
els are of the form«d /«s5F(M

T
), whereM

T
is the turbulent

Mach number defined byM
T

25ui
2ui

2/c2 andc25g p̄/ r̄. Such
an explicit algebraic relation is insensitive to the initial value
of this ratio and, therefore, in general such models cannot be

expected to give accurate results for flows subject to this
type of deformation. This point will be addressed further
below, as the behavior of the dilatational dissipation and
pressure-dilatation correlation are investigated.

III. RDT SOLUTION

Equations~12!–~14!, which describe the evolution of the
turbulence under RDT, can be solved exactly, although the
acoustic mode solution is greatly simplified by assuming a
monatomic gas. We begin by considering the vorticity mode.

A. Vorticity mode

The differential equation for the vorticity~14! is the
same as that for incompressible flow, and it can easily be
solved since it is separable. Using the resulting solution to
form the enstrophy, one has

v iv i~ t !5
v iv i~0!

~11S0t !
4 . ~17!

The evolution of the solenoidal dissipation rate,«s , can be
found from the above formula for the enstrophy and the
known history of the viscosity.~In the current simulations
the viscosity is held fixed. However, if the viscosity is tem-
perature dependent, it can easily be found from the mean
temperature, which is related to the mean density and pres-
sure.! The effect of changes in mean viscosity on the dissi-
pation rate has been considered in Ref. 7. In the current work
we concentrate on«d andPd , the two added compressibility
terms in the turbulent kinetic energy equation.

In order to aid the discussion below it is useful to de-
compose the velocity field into solenoidal and dilatational
parts using Helmholtz’s decomposition~see, for example

Ref. 15!. The solenoidal velocity,ui
s8, is divergence free and

is determined by the vorticity field; the dilatational velocity,

ui
d8 , is irrotational and is determined by the dilatation. In
Fourier space the solenoidal velocity is given by

ûl
s85~11S0t !

i e l mnkm

k2 v̂n , ~18!

and its variance is

ul
s8ul

s8~ t !5
ul
s8ul

s8~0!

~11S0t !
2 . ~19!

The dilatational velocity is part of the acoustic mode, which
is discussed next.

B. Acoustic mode exact solution

The acoustic mode is more difficult to analyze because it
involves two coupled equations. The equations can be decou-
pled by using integrating factors. We letd̂5I (t)d̆
5d̆/(11S0t)

2 and p̂5J(t) p̆5 p̆/(11S0t)
3g, and then com-

bine to form a second order equation. We choose to solve for
d̆ and then use equation~13! to obtainp̂ from d̂. The result-
ing equation ford̆ is

d

dt F ~11S0t !
3~g21!

d

dt
d̆G52

c0
2k2

~11S0t !
2 d̆, ~20!
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wherec0
25g p̄(0)/r̄(0) is the square of the initial speed of

sound based on mean properties. This differential equation
can be solved for general values ofg in terms of Bessel
functions~see the Appendix!, but it is greatly simplified by
considering a monatomic gas (g55/3). For this case the
exponent 3(g21)52. Upon making a change of variables,
t51/(11S0t), one has

d2

dt2
d̆1S c0kS0 D 2d̆50, ~21!

which is easily solved in terms of sin (c0kt/S0) and
cos (c0kt/S0). The resulting solution for the Fourier coeffi-
cients for the pressure and dilatation are

p̂~kW ,t !5
p̂~kW ,0!

~11S0t !
5 cos S c0kt

11S0t
D

2
r0c0d̂~kW ,0!

k~11S0t !
5 sin S c0kt

11S0t
D ~22!

and

d̂~kW ,t !5
d̂~kW ,0!

~11S0t !
2 cos S c0kt

11S0t
D

1
k p̂~kW ,0!

r0c0~11S0t !
2sinS c0kt

11S0t
D , ~23!

wherer0 has been used to denoter̄(0). This solution is the
same as the approximate WKB solution found by Durbin and
Zeman,2 except that here we see that for the case of isotropic
strain and a monatomic gas (g55/3) it is exact and the high-
frequency assumption made by Durbin and Zeman is unnec-
essary.

The turbulence statistics of interest can be found by in-
tegrating the Fourier coefficients. First define the three-
dimensional spectra

Edd~k,t !5E
0

pE
0

2p

d̂~kW ,t !d̂* ~kW ,t !k2 sin udfdu, ~24!

Epp~k,t !5E
0

pE
0

2p

p̂~kW ,t ! p̂* ~kW ,t !k2 sin udfdu, ~25!

Epd~k,t !5E
0

pE
0

2p

p̂~kW ,t !d̂* ~kW ,t !k2 sin udfdu, ~26!

Edp~k,t !5E
0

pE
0

2p

d̂~kW ,t ! p̂* ~kW ,t !k2 sin udfdu, ~27!

where* denotes the complex conjugate. The temporal evo-
lution of the dilatation is then given in terms of the initial
spectra,

d8d8~ t !5E
0

`

Edd~k,t !dk5
1

2~11S0t !
4 H 2d8d8~0!

1E
0

`F S k

roc0
D 2Epp~k,0!2Edd~k,0!G

3F12cos S 2c0kt11S0t
D Gdk1E

0

` k

r0c0
~Epd~k,0!

1Edp~k,0!! sin S 2c0kt11S0t
D dkJ . ~28!

The pressure-dilatation correlation is found from

p8d8~ t !5
1

2E0
`

~Epd~k,t !1Edp~k,t !!dk

5
1

2~11S0t !
7 H E

0

`

~Epd~k,0!

1Edp~k,0!! cos S 2c0kt11S0t
D dk

1E
0

`F k

r0c0
Epp~k,0!

2
r0c0

k
Edd~k,0!G sin S 2c0kt11S0t

D dkJ . ~29!

The pressure-dilatation correlation represents an energy ex-
change between the velocity and pressure fields, and the
above solution shows how~i.e., in which direction! energy in
the acoustic mode is transferred for a given set of initial
conditions.

In order to complete the solution, the evolution of other
related statistics is found. The pressure variance is deter-
mined by

p8p8~ t !5E
0

`

Epp~k,t !dk

5
1

2~11S0t !
10H 2p8p8~0!

1E
0

`F S r0c0
k D 2Edd~k,0!2Epp~k,0!G

3F12cosS 2c0kt11S0t
D Gdk2E

0

`r0c0
k

~Epd~k,0!

1Edp~k,0!! sin S 2c0kt11S0t
D dkJ . ~30!

The mean-square magnitude of the pressure gradient is given
by
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“p8–“p8~ t !5
1

~11S0t !
2E

0

`

k2Epp~k,t !dk

5
1

2~11S0t !
12H 2“p8–“p8~0!

1E
0

`

@~r0c0!
2Edd~k,0!2k2Epp~k,0!#

3F12cos S 2c0kt11S0t
D Gdk

2E
0

`

r0c0k~Epd~k,0!

1Edp~k,0!! sin S 2c0kt11S0t
D dkJ . ~31!

Last, the variance of the dilatational velocity is obtained
from

ui
d8ui

d8~ t !5~11S0t !
2E

0

`Edd~k,t !

k2 dk

5
1

2~11S0t !
2 H 2uid8uid8~0!

1E
0

`F S 1

r0c0
D 2Epp~k,0!2

Edd~k,0!

k2 GF1
2cosS 2c0kt11S0t

D Gdk2E
0

` 1

r0c0k
~Epd~k,0!

1Edp~k,0!! sin S 2c0kt11S0t
D dkJ . ~32!

The solutions given in Eqs.~28!–~32! are fairly complex and
require knowledge of the initial spectra. Three physically
significant cases will now be examined for which the solu-
tions can be simplified.

C. Acoustic equilibrium

Sarkaret al.13 introduced the concept of acoustic equi-
librium as applied to compressible turbulence in their study
of decaying isotropic turbulence. For an acoustic field in
equilibrium the velocity and pressure fields are in balance;
there is no net energy exchange between them. Therefore,
the pressure-dilatation correlation is zero. If the acoustic field
is in equilibrium at all wavenumbers~rather than just in a
global sense!, then the pressure-dilatation spectrum will be
zero,

Epd~k,0!1Edp~k,0!50, ~33!

and the distribution of energy in the velocity and pressure
fields will be balanced, as reflected by the following relation
between their spectra

Epp~k,0!2S r0c0
k D 2Edd~k,0!50. ~34!

@Note that Eqs.~33! and ~34! hold at eachk.#

Sarkaret al. defined an acoustic equilibrium parameter,
F, which can be obtained by integrating Eq.~34! over wave-
numbers and rearranging to get

F5
r̄2c2ui

d8ui
d8

p8p8
. ~35!

Acoustic equilibrium is attained ifF51. Equation~34! can
also be multiplied byk2 and integrated to obtain an alternate
acoustic equilibrium parameter defined by

F85
r̄2c2d8d8

“p8–“p8
. ~36!

This parameter is more sensitive thanF to the small scales of
the turbulence. However, the structure of the DNS code used
in the current study makes calculation ofF computationally
expensive whileF8 is relatively inexpensive to compute. It
should be noted that the definition ofF given by Sarkaret al.
is in terms of the compressible part of the pressure~see Ref.
13!. However, it is not feasible to decompose the pressure
field during the course of the DNS, and so here the full
pressure is used instead. For flows with moderate to high
magnitudes of the acoustic field there is little difference,
while for flows with a weak acoustic field the equilibrium
value ofF can be significantly smaller than 1.

In addition to the pressure and velocity fields being bal-
anced, as measured by the acoustic equilibrium parameter
F or F8, it is necessary for the pressure-dilatation to be small
in order for the acoustic field to be in equilibrium. Ifp8d8 is
large, then energy will be shifted between the pressure and
velocity fields even though they may initially be in balance.
Such a case is discussed in section IV.

If it is assumed that the initial flow field is in acoustic
equilibrium, then the integrals in Eqs.~28!–~32! drop out
leaving the following relations for the temporal evolution of
the statistics:

d8d8~ t !5
d8d8~0!

~11S0t !
4 , ~37!

p8d8~ t !50, ~38!

p8p8~ t !5
p8p8~0!

~11S0t !
10, ~39!

“p8–“p8~ t !5
“p8–“p8~0!

~11S0t !
12 , ~40!

ui
d8ui

d8~ t !5
ui
d8ui

d8~0!

~11S0t !
2 . ~41!

When these solutions are substituted into the defining equa-
tions forF andF8 and the evolution of the mean density and
speed of sound are accounted for, one sees that the flow field
remains in acoustic equilibrium. The state of acoustic equi-
librium or non-equilibrium is important to how the turbu-
lence evolves, as will be demonstrated by the DNS results
presented in section IV.
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D. High frequency limit

An approximation that can be applied to the solutions
given in Eqs.~28!–~32! is the high frequency limit consid-
ered by Durbin and Zeman.2 ~Hereafter referred to as HF
RDT.! If S0 /(c0k)!1, wherek is a representative wave-
number of the acoustic field, then the integrals in Eq.~29! are
zero from the Reimann-Lebesque lemma,16 and the pressure-
dilatation is zero.~Note that similar arguments were made by
Sarkaret al.13 in examining the long-time behavior of acous-
tics in isotropic turbulence.! In this case the pressure and
velocity fields reach an equilibrium. However, the solutions
differ somewhat from those in the previous section, because
it is not assumed that the initial flow field is in acoustic
equilibrium. Rather, acoustic equilibrium is achieved on an
acoustic time scale, which in the limit considered is short
compared to the mean-flow deformation time scale. With this
approximation the integrals in Eqs.~28!–~32! involving the
sin() and cos() terms drop out resulting in

d8d8~ t !5
@d8d8~0!1“p8–“p8~0!/~r0c0!

2#

2~11S0t !
4

5
d8d8~0!

~11S0t !
4 F121

1

2F08
G , ~42!

p8d8~ t !50, ~43!

p8p8~ t !5
@p8p8~0!1~r0c0!

2ui
d8ui

d8~0!#

2~11S0t !
10

5
p8p8~0!

~11S0t !
10F121

F0

2 G , ~44!

“p8–“p8~ t !5
@“p8–“p8~0!1~r0c0!

2d8d8~0!#

2~11S0t !
12

5
“p8–“p8~0!

~11S0t !
12 F121

F08

2 G , ~45!

ui
d8ui

d8~ t !5
@ui

d8ui
d8~0!1p8p8~0!/~r0c0!

2#

2~11S0t !
2

5
ui
d8ui

d8~0!

~11S0t !
2 F121

1

2F0
G , ~46!

whereF0 andF08 are the initial values of the acoustic equi-
librium parameters. Note that if the initial flow field is in
acoustic equilibrium, these formulas reduce to those for the
previous case. Even if the initial conditions are not in acous-
tic equilibrium, the above solutions giveF51 andF851, so
that the flow comes into equilibrium within a time scale that
is short compared to the time scale of the mean deformation.

E. Pressure released limit

The other limiting case is whereS0 /(c0k)@1. This case
corresponds to the ‘‘pressure-released’’ limit referred to by
Jacquinet al.3 and Cambonet al.4 ~The pressure-released
RDT will be henceforth denoted by PR RDT.! In this case
the cos() and sin() terms in the integrals in Eqs.~28!–~32!

can be approximated for small values of the argument as one
and zero respectively. An alternate approach is to begin with
the RDT equations~12!–~13! and to neglect all the terms on
the right hand side that are not proportional to the mean
strain rate; this assumes that the time scale of the mean flow
is small compared to the acoustic time scale. Doing so, one
obtains~for general values ofg!

d8d8~ t !5
d8d8~0!

~11S0t !
4 , ~47!

p8d8~ t !5
p8d8~0!

~11S0t !
3g12 , ~48!

p8p8~ t !5
p8p8~0!

~11S0t !
6g , ~49!

“p8–“p8~ t !5
“p8–“p8~0!

~11S0t !
6g12 , ~50!

ui
d8ui

d8~ t !5
ui
d8ui

d8~0!

~11S0t !
2 . ~51!

While for a monatomic gas the solutions reduce to the
same form as that for a field initially in acoustic equilibrium
~except for the pressure dilatation, which here is nonzero!,
the flow field here does not have to be in acoustic equilib-
rium. The acoustic equilibrium parameters are given by

F~ t !5
F0

~11S0t !
523g and F8~ t !5

F08

~11S0t !
523g .

~52!

For a monatomic gas (g55/3) these parameters do not
change from their initial values, and the flow field remains in
equilibrium or non-equilibrium depending on its initial con-
dition. However, for a gas withg Þ 5/3 the flow field is
driven away from equilibrium even if it is initially in acous-
tic equilibrium. For a diatomic gas (g57/5), F andF8 be-
come large for a compressive strain (S0,0), and the acous-
tic field becomes dominated by velocity fluctuations.

Another statistic of interest is the turbulent Mach num-
ber, M

T
, defined byM

T

25ui8ui8/c
2, where c25g p̄/ r̄. The

velocity variance is the sum of that due to the dilatational

velocity, ui
d8ui

d8 given in Eq.~51! and the solenoidal veloc-

ity, ui
s8ui

s8 given in Eq.~19!. The turbulent Mach number is
then given by

M
T

2~ t !5
M

T

2~0!

~11S0t !
523g . ~53!

One sees that for a monatomic gas the turbulent Mach num-
ber does not change. However, for a diatomic gas the turbu-
lent Mach number increases during a compressive strain.

IV. COMPARISON WITH DNS

The direct numerical simulations were done using the
code of Blaisdellet al.8 The program uses a pseudo-spectral
Fourier method for spatial derivatives and a third-order ac-
curate, compact storage Runge-Kutta time advancement
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scheme. Unlike the incompressible flow code of Rogallo,10

the current method is not exact in the limit of rapid distor-
tions for arbitrarily large time steps. Therefore, the time step
for each simulation was reduced until a time-accurate solu-
tion was obtained. Each of the simulations was performed on
a 12831283128 grid.

Three uncompressed decaying isotropic turbulence
simulations, I1, I2, and I4, were performed in order to gen-
erate initial conditions for three series of compression runs,
S1, S2 and S4 respectively~see Table I!. In this way the
initial flow fields for the strained cases are developed to
some extent. Compression run series S3 starts from random
initial conditions and, therefore, does not have a correspond-
ing isotropic decay case. The initial conditions for the simu-
lations were generated from random numbers with a speci-
fied power spectrum. The form of the spectrum for
fluctuating quantities is taken to be E(k)
5Ak4 exp@22(k/kp)

2#, where kp is the wavenumber at
which the peak in the spectrum occurs andA is a constant
that is adjusted to obtain the desired variance~square of the
turbulent Mach number for the case of velocity fluctuations!.

Simulations I1, I2 and series S3 havekp512. They also
useg55/3 and begin far from acoustic equilibrium by hav-
ing some dilatational velocity fluctuations but no density or
pressure fluctuations. The other parameters that determine
the initial conditions of each simulation are shown in Table I.
The nondimensional strain rate isS!5 r̄uSuq2/«, whereS is
the mean strain rate,q25ui8ui8, and« is the dissipation rate
of turbulent kinetic energy per unit volume. This parameter
gives the ratio of the time scale of the large energy contain-
ing turbulent eddies to that of the mean flow. The subscript 0
denotes the initial value. The parameterDm5S!M

T

5uSu(l /c), wherel is a turbulent length scale, was intro-
duced by Durbin and Zeman2 in defining the HF limit. It is
the ratio of the time for an acoustic wave to travel the dis-
tance of a turbulent length scale to the mean flow deforma-
tion time. In terms of a representative wavenumberDm
} S/(ck), which was used in section II to distinguish be-

tween the HF and PR limits. Thus for the HF limitDm!1,
and for the PR limitDm@1. A measure of the mean flow
time scale to that of the small, dissipation eddies is given by
Sv

! 5uSu/Av i8v i8. If Sv
! @1 then the mean flow deformation

is rapid compared to the dissipation processes. If
Sv

! 5O (1), themean flow deformation may be rapid com-
pared to the large length scales but not rapid compared to the
small length scale eddies. Another time scale parameter in-
volving the small scales isDm*5Sv

!M
T
, which was intro-

duced by Cambonet al.4 It is shown below that although
several simulations haveDm*5O (1), they are still rapid
with respect to the small scales. The turbulent Reynolds
number is Re

T
5r̄ 2q4/m«. The parameterx«5«d /(«s1«d) is

the ratio of the dilatational dissipation to the total dissipation.
It gives a measure of the strength of the dilatation relative to
the vorticity. The scaled r.m.s. density and pressure-
fluctuation levels are r rms/ r̄5(r8r8)1/2/ r̄ and
prms/ p̄5(p8p8)1/2/ p̄. A measure of the equilibrium state of
the initial acoustic field is given by F8 and
Cpd5p8d8/@(p8p8)(d8d8)#1/2, which is the pressure-
dilatation correlation coefficient.

Case I4 differs from the other initial-condition runs in
thatg57/5 and the flow starts close to acoustic equilibrium.
Also, kp54 and Re

T
is higher than for the other isotropic

turbulence simulations; however, this is not expected to be
significant to the behavior of the acoustic field discussed
below.

The RDT solution for the vorticity mode discussed in
section III A yielded formulas for the evolution of the enstro-
phy and the solenoidal velocity variance. The DNS code
does not compute the solenoidal velocity due to the compu-
tational expense involved; however, since the dilatational ve-
locity is relatively weak compared to the solenoidal velocity,
and because the dilatational velocity scales in the same way
as the solenoidal velocity for the cases of acoustic equilib-
rium and PR RDT, the evolution of the turbulent kinetic
energy,k, can be considered instead. Accounting for the

TABLE I. Initial parameters for the simulations.

Case M
T0

S0
! Dm0 Sv0

! Dm0* Re
T0

x«0 (r rms/ r̄)0 (prms/ p̄)0 F08 Cpd0

I1 0.10 – – – – 200 0.013 0 1.2e-3 1e110 5e-7
S1a 0.099 200 19.9 14.3 1.4 198 7.5e-3 6.4e-3 0.011 1.00 20.96
S1b 0.097 200 19.4 14.7 1.4 187 7.4e-3 8.0e-3 0.013 0.82 6.5e-3
S1c1 0.091 200 18.2 16.2 1.5 153 6.5e-3 7.4e-3 0.012 0.82 1.4e-3
S1c2 0.091 664 60.5 53.9 4.9 153 6.5e-3 7.4e-3 0.012 0.82 1.4e-3
S1c3 0.091 2000 182.2 162.4 14.8 153 6.5e-3 7.4e-3 0.012 0.82 1.4e-3
I2 0.40 – – – – 200 0.13 0 1.2e-3 5e111 0.0
S2a 0.38 200 76.7 15.2 5.8 188 0.078 0.081 0.13 0.93 20.95
S2b1 0.30 60 18.2 6.4 1.9 96 0.077 0.080 0.13 0.87 0.012
S2b2 0.30 200 60.5 21.3 6.4 96 0.077 0.080 0.13 0.87 0.012
S2b3 0.30 2000 605 212.5 63.8 96 0.077 0.080 0.13 0.87 0.012
S3a 0.01 20 0.2 1.4 0.014 200 0.013 0 1.1e-3 1e110 26e-7
S3b 0.01 200 2.0 14.2 0.142 200 0.013 0 1.1e-3 1e110 24e-7
S3c 0.10 200 20 14.2 1.42 200 0.013 0 1.2e-3 1e110 5e-7
S3d 0.10 2000 200 142.3 14.2 200 0.013 0 1.2e-3 1e110 5e-7
I4 0.40 – – – – 2156 0.13 0.13 0.13 1.70 20.027
S4a 0.33 203 67 8.5 2.8 649 0.12 0.11 0.15 0.83 0.011
S4b 0.33 2031 670 85.2 28.1 649 0.12 0.011 0.15 0.83 0.011
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variation of the mean density and neglecting the dilatational
velocity or assuming acoustic equilibrium or PR RDT, one
then obtains the approximate RDT result

k~ t !5
k~0!

~11S0t !
5 . ~54!

A comparison of the turbulent kinetic energy between
the DNS results and this RDT prediction is given in Fig. 2.
Results are shown for a number of simulations that have
relatively low values ofS0

! andSv0
! and, therefore, would be

least likely to show good agreement. Simulation S3a, with
S0

!520, which is significantly lower than that of the other
simulations, has the largest error, as expected. This simula-
tion was stopped atuS0ut50.5 rather than 0.8 because of the
large number of time steps needed. The other simulations
display differences with the RDT result that are on the order
of 2% or less, indicating that the mean flow strain is rapid

relative to the time scales of the large, energy containing
eddies. For most of the time simulated the results scale with
S0

!, in that the more rapid cases show better agreement be-
tween the DNS and RDT results. There is some variation at
later time. This is believed to be due to differences in initial
conditions and the effect of the acoustic mode on the turbu-
lent kinetic energy.

In Fig. 3 the enstrophy for these same simulations is
compared to the RDT prediction given in equation~17!.
Again, simulation S3a has the most noticeable difference.
Since this simulation has aSv0

! of order one, the mean flow
strain is not rapid compared to the time scale of the small-
scale eddies. The other simulations show good agreement
between the DNS and RDT result up touS0ut50.5. Beyond
that the discrepancies grow, becoming atuS0ut50.8 on the
order of 15–20%. The error seen in the enstrophy is greater
than that found in the turbulent kinetic energy, as is expected
because of the relative difference in the time scales of the
small and large eddies. The magnitude of the error in the
RDT prediction of the enstrophy is generally consistent with
the value ofSv0

! in the simulations; this is true at early times

FIG. 2. Ratio of the turbulent kinetic energy from the DNS to the approxi-
mate RDT result~54! for cases S3a withS0

!520, —; S2b1 withS0
!560.3,

••••••••; S4a with S0
!5203, –•–; S1a withS0

!5200, –••–; S1c1 with
S0

!5200, ---.

FIG. 3. Ratio of the enstrophy from the DNS to the RDT result~17! for
cases S3a withSv0

! 51.4, —; S2b1 withSv0
! 56.4, ••••••••; S4a with

Sv0
! 58.5, –•–; S1a withSv0

! 514.3, –••–; S1c1 withSv0
! 516.2, ---.

FIG. 4. Pressure-dilatation for~a! the isotropic decay run I1, and~b! strained
cases S1b, —, and S1c1, ---.~The initial conditions for S1b and S1c1 are
marked bys and3 respectively.!
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also, although it is difficult to discern this from the figure
shown. An exception is case S1a, which has a much higher
discrepancy at early times and a much lower one later, rela-
tive to the other large-Sv0

! simulations considered. This dif-
ference is believed to be due to variations in initial condi-
tions and nonlinear interactions between the vortical and
acoustic modes.

One point that comes from the analysis of the acoustic
mode is that the pressure-dilatation is highly dependent on
initial conditions. To demonstrate this point two runs were
made with different initial states of the acoustic field. Figure
4~a! shows the pressure-dilatation for the unstrained simula-
tion case I1. There is a strong initial transient followed by
smaller oscillations. The pressure-dilatation is more positive
than negative during the decay, which has been observed and
explained in previous studies of isotropic turbulence.8,12–14,17

The two symbols in Fig. 4~a! mark the initial conditions for
the strained-flow simulations S1b and S1c1. Note that for
simulation S1b the pressure-dilatation is positive and in-
creasing while for simulation S1c1 it is positive and decreas-

ing. This difference in the initial state of the acoustic field
leads to very different behavior in the evolution of the
pressure-dilatation correlation as shown in Fig. 4~b!. The fact
that Pd is strongly dependent on initial conditions means
that algebraic turbulence models for pressure-dilatation,
which are not sensitive to initial conditions, should not be
expected to give accurate results in general for such flows
~see below!.

Two limiting cases of the exact solution are given in
section II, the high frequency~HF! and the pressure-released
~PR! limits. The solutions for these two cases differ only if
the initial conditions are out of equilibrium. In order to con-
trast these two limits a series of simulations was done in
which the initial conditions were far from equilibrium and
the ratio of the mean flow to acoustic time scales was varied.

In series S3a-d the parameterDm0 was varied from 0.2
to 200. The simulations were made without allowing the ini-
tial isotropic turbulence, which were taken from randomly
generated fields, to decay. The initial density fluctuations
were zero and the pressure fluctuations were small, so the

FIG. 5. Evolution of the scaled mean squared fluctuating dilatation,d8d8(t)/d8d8(0), from the DNS, —, compared to the high frequency RDT solution, ---,
and the pressure-released RDT solution,••••••••, for ~a! case S3a withDm050.2, ~b! case S3b withDm052, ~c! case S3c withDm0520, and~d! case S3d
with Dm05200.
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initial values ofF8 were very large. Equations~42! and~47!
indicate a difference of a factor of 2 for the dilatation in the
HF and PR limits. The dilatation for case S3a, for which
Dm050.2, is shown in Fig. 5~a!. There are some oscillations
in the evolution, but the turbulence moves towards equilib-
rium very quickly and for later times the HF solution
matches the DNS data very well. Case S3b hasDm052 and,
as shown in Fig. 5~b!, it takes a longer nondimensional time
for the acoustics to come into equilibrium, at which time the
DNS and HF RDT results agree. For case S3c,Dm0520 and
it appears that the acoustic time scale is on the same order as
the deformation time scale, so that the acoustic field oscil-
lates but does not come to equilibrium within the time of the
simulation, as shown in Fig. 5~c!. Case S3d hasDm05200.
Here the time scale of the mean flow deformation is much
shorter than that of the acoustics and the acoustic field does
not have a chance to move toward equilibrium. As shown in
Fig. 5~d!, the PR solution matches the DNS data almost ex-
actly for the time considered, so that the curves are indistin-
guishable.

The results presented in Fig. 5 show that the acoustic
field tends toward equilibrium provided the deformation is
sufficiently slow. However, as noted in section II, the PR
solution indicates that for non-monatomic gases the acoustic
field is driven away from equilibrium. For simulation S4a
g57/5 andDm0567. The evolution ofF8 is shown in Fig.
6~a!. The acoustic field is initially close to equilibrium, with
F0850.83 andCpd small, and as the flow developsF8 in-
creases following the PR predictions. However, at later times
the DNS results diverge from the PR solution and the acous-
tic field tends back toward equilibrium. In order to maintain
agreement with the PR solution it is necessary to increase
Dm0. This is shown in Fig. 6~b! for simulation S4b, for
which Dm05670.

As illustrated in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, better agreement
between the DNS results and the PR limit is found asDm0 is
increased. This is also seen for the pressure-dilatation and the
dilatation, as shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! for cases S1c1-3.
ForDm0518 the PR result for the pressure-dilatation is sig-
nificantly in error after a short time. AsDm0 is increased to
182 the PR result is accurate for longeruS0ut. The dilatation,
shown in Fig. 7~b!, displays a similar trend; however, the

FIG. 6. Evolution of the acoustic equilibrium parameterF8 for a diatomic
gas (g57/5), comparing DNS, ---, and pressure-released RDT,••••••••, for
~a! case S4a withDm0567, and~b! case S4b withDm05670.

FIG. 7. Ratio of DNS to pressure-released RDT results for~a! the pressure-
dilatation,Pd , and ~b! the mean squared fluctuating dilatation,d8d8, for
cases S1c1 withDm0518.2, ---; S1c2 withDm0560.5,••••••••; and S1c3
with Dm05182.2, –•–.
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magnitude of the error is very small—less than 1% for all
three cases. For cases S2b1-3~results not shown!, in which
the initial turbulent Mach number is higher, the same trends
are observed, but the magnitude of the error in the pressure-
dilatation is lower and error in the dilatation is greater.

The HF and PR RDT solutions are valid in the limit of
Dm0 being small and large respectively. For intermediate
values ofDm0, neither limiting case holds; however, the
exact solution presented in section II is expected to be cor-
rect over the full range ofDm0. In order to use this solution
the initial spectra are needed for the pressure variance, the
pressure-dilatation, and the dilatation. These initial spectra
were taken from the DNS flow fields and used to compute
the integrals in Eqs.~28!–~32!. The results for the pressure-
dilatation for case S1c1~with Dm0518) are shown in Fig.
8~a! along with the DNS and PR RDT results. The PR RDT
result cannot change sign and so a large error develops at
later times. The exact solution can change sign as it accounts
for the transfer of energy between the pressure and velocity
fields; however, it is seen to be grossly in error. For the

dilatation ~not shown! the exact RDT solution has a small
error relative to the DNS results, but the PR RDT solution is
even closer to the DNS results.

The above results imply that the exact RDT solution is
less accurate than the approximate PR RDT solution. Insight
into this unexpected behavior is found by considering the
pressure-dilatation in more detail. Figure 8~b! shows the rela-
tive error in the exact and PR RDT solutions for the
pressure-dilatation at early times. One can see that the exact
RDT begins with the wrong slope~non-zero slope in the
relative error!, so that the time derivative of the pressure-
dilatation is not faithfully captured.

To examine this point further, the transport equation for
the pressure-dilatation was considered. This equation is de-
rived in Ref. 17. The linearization used in the RDT analysis
is equivalent to keeping terms that are second order in fluc-
tuating quantities while neglecting higher-order terms. Isolat-
ing the second-order terms, neglecting the viscous and heat
conduction terms, and assuming homogeneous turbulence
subjected to isotropic strain, the equation for the pressure-
dilatation can be written as

~55!

TABLE II. Terms in the pressure-dilatation equation for the initial condi-
tions of case S1c1.

Term Value

1 20.317744e-2
1a 20.317666e-2
1b 20.784663e-6
2 20.652143e-2
2a 20.476499e-2
2b 20.175644e-2
3 0.968496e-2
3a 0.968523e-2
3b 20.266120e-6
4 1.34567e-3
11213 20.00001391
1a12a13a 0.00174358
1b12b13b 20.00175749

FIG. 8. ~a! Pressure-dilatation for case S1c1~with Dm0518.2 and the
acoustic field near equilibrium! from the DNS, —, the exact RDT solution,
---, and pressure-released RDT,••••••••. ~b! Relative error in the pressure-
dilatation for the exact RDT solution, ---, and pressure-released RDT,
••••••••.
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The terms in this equation were computed for the initial flow
field used for simulation S1c1. The results are tabulated in
Table II. It is found that the linearization is an excellent
approximation for terms 1 and 3, but only a fair approxima-
tion for term 2, in which a 27% error is made.~Compare
parts a and b for each.! This difference, however, does not
explain the large discrepancy found in the comparison of the
pressure-dilatation. If the first three terms are added together
it is found that they nearly cancel. However, the sum of the
first three linearized terms is a factor of 125 larger. There-
fore, there is a delicate balance among the first three terms
and the poor approximation of term 2 causes the right hand
side of the pressure-dilatation equation to have a significant
error.

In term 2b the factor multiplying the fluctuating pressure
is recognized as the right hand side of the Poisson equation
for the slow pressure in an incompressible flow. In the
present analysis, term 2b is neglected because it involves
higher order fluctuations. However, perhaps a more accurate
analysis could be made that accounts for such terms in the
limit of nearly incompressible flow.18

The exact RDT solution is found to be more accurate if
the linear terms are dominant. Simulation S1a uses initial
conditions taken from the early transient of the isotropic de-
cay run I1, at the point when the pressure-dilatation reaches
its most negative value. AlthoughF0851.0, Cpd0 is large
~close to 1! and so the acoustic field is out of equilibrium and
F8 quickly changes. The results for the pressure-dilatation
are shown in Fig. 9~a!. Here the exact RDT solution more
closely follows the behavior found in the DNS. The relative
error is given in Fig. 9~b!, and the exact solution is now more
accurate than the PR RDT solution. Therefore, the exact
RDT solution is seen to be correct for intermediate values of
Dm; however, it is limited to situations in which the acoustic
fluctuations are far from equilibrium.

V. CONCLUSION

We have examined the RDT problem for compressible
homogeneous turbulence under isotropic mean strain. An ex-
act solution has been found. Simplified forms of the solution
are given for two limiting cases — the high-frequency limit
~acoustic time scale small compared to the mean deformation
time scale! and the pressure-released or high strain rate limit
~mean deformation time scale small compared to the acoustic
time scale!. The RDT solutions are compared to results from
direct numerical simulations in order to demonstrate the
range of validity of the RDT assumptions.

The RDT analysis shows that the vorticity and acoustic
modes are decoupled. Although by definitionall results of
RDT — since they are the product of a linear analysis—are
initial-condition dependent, the presence or absence of linear
coupling between the various modes determines how quickly
the turbulence ‘‘forgets’’ its initial state~Blaisdellet al.8!. In
this sense, RDT indicates the sensitivity to initial conditions
of the general non-linear case. Because there is no linear
coupling between the vortical and acoustic fields during a
rapid isotropic strain, quantities of interest in turbulence
modeling, such as the pressure-dilatation correlation, are

highly dependent on initial conditions. Therefore, algebraic
turbulence models for these quantities, which are not sensi-
tive to initial conditions, will not in general be accurate for
this type of flow. In addition it is found that the initial acous-
tic equilibrium state significantly affects the development of
the turbulence. For acoustic fields in equilibrium, the high-
frequency and pressure-released limits give the same predic-
tion for the statistics considered. However, for acoustic fields
initially out of equilibrium the two limits differ. DNS results
show that turbulence initially far from acoustic equilibrium
will tend toward equilibrium; however, if the mean strain
rate is large enough, the acoustic field will not have sufficient
time to equilibrate.

In the pressure-released limit, the tendency toward
acoustic equilibrium is dependent on the ratio of specific
heats of the gas. For a monatomic gas the acoustic equilib-
rium state will not change from its initial condition, while for
a diatomic gas the acoustic field will drift away from equi-
librium and become dominated by velocity fluctuations. The

FIG. 9. ~a! Pressure-dilatation for case S1a~with Dm0519.9 and the acous-
tic field far from equilibrium! from the DNS, —, the exact RDT solution,
---, and pressure-released RDT,••••••••. ~b! Relative error in the pressure-
dilatation for the exact RDT solution, ---, and pressure-released RDT,
••••••••.
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direct numerical simulations show that these predictions are
valid for short times, but later the acoustic field tends toward
equilibrium. For larger strain rates, the above predictions are
valid for longer nondimensional times.

For intermediate strain rates the acoustic field displays
oscillations, which are not predicted by either of the limiting
cases. The exact RDT solution is expected to be valid in this
regime. However, comparisons with DNS indicate that a sig-
nificant error is made due to nonlinear effects when the ini-
tial conditions are close to acoustic equilibrium. It is found
that when the initial conditions are far from equilibrium, the
exact RDT solution predicts the behavior accurately. There-
fore, for intermediate strain rates RDT is only valid for initial
conditions that are far from acoustic equilibrium, where lin-
ear effects dominate.

Because of the above restriction on the validity of RDT
for intermediate strain rates, the RDT solution may be of
limited utility as a means to directly evaluate turbulence
models. However, this study should prove useful as an indi-
cation of the range of applicability of the RDT assumptions
for turbulence modelers when they use RDT in the develop-
ment of models for compressible flows.
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APPENDIX: ACOUSTIC MODE SOLUTION FOR
GENERAL g

An analytic solution for the acoustic mode for general
values ofg is possible, although it is more complicated than
that for a monatomic gas. In this Appendix the solution for
the Fourier coefficients for dilatation and pressure are found
for general values ofg.

In Eq. ~20! let t51/(11S0t), which results in

t2
d2d̆

dt2
1~523g!t

dd̆

dt
1S c0kS0 D 2t3~g21!d̆50. ~A1!

This equation can be solved in terms of Bessel functions
~Ref. 19, formula 9.1.53!, giving

d̆~t!5At~~3/2! g22!Jn~lt~3/2! ~g21!!

1Bt~~3/2! g22!Yn~lt~3/2! ~g21!!, ~A2!

wheren5(g2 4
3)/(g21) andl52c0k/(3(g21)uS0u).

Reverting back to the Fourier coefficient of the dilatation
gives

d̂~k,t !5A
1

~11S0t !
~3/2! g JnS l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D

1B
1

~11S0t !
~3/2! g YnS l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D .

~A3!

The Fourier coefficient of the pressure is found from Eq.
~13!. Making use of recurrence relations for the derivative of
a Bessel function results in

p̂~k,t !52A
r0S0
k2 S c0kuS0u

D 1

~11S0t !
3g1 ~1/2!

3Jn8S l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D 2B

r0S0
k2 S c0kuS0u

D
3

1

~11S0t !
3g1 ~1/2! Yn8S l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D , ~A4!

wheren85n21521/(3(g21)).
The constantsA andB can be put in terms of the initial

values of the Fourier coefficients by settingt50 in Eqs.
~A3!–~A4! and solving. The resulting solution can be sim-
plified ~by making use of the Wronskian,19 W$Jn8,Yn8%),
yielding

d̂~k,t !5
p

3~g21! S c0kuS0u
D FYn8~l!JnS l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D

2Jn8~l!YnS l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D G d̂~k,0!

~11S0t !
~3/2! g

1
p

3~g21! S c0kuS0u
D FYn~l!JnS l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D

2Jn~l!YnS l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D G p̂~k,0!

~11S0t !
~3/2! g ,

~A5!

and

p̂~k,t !5
p

3~g21! S r0S0
k2 D S c0kuS0u

D 2FJn8~l!Yn8S l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D 2Yn8~l!Jn8S l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D G

3
d̂~k,0!

~11S0t !
3g1 ~1/2! 1

p

3~g21! S c0kuS0u
D FJn~l!Yn8S l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D

2Yn~l!Jn8S l

~11S0t !
~3/2! ~g21!D G p̂~k,0!

~11S0t !
3g1 ~1/2! , ~A6!
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where n5(g2 4
3)/(g21), n8521/(3(g21)), and

l52c0k/(3(g21)uS0u). As a check,g was set to 5/3, giv-
ing n51/2 andn8521/2, and the solution was reduced to
the form for a monatomic gas given by Eqs.~22! and ~23!.

The Fourier coefficients of the dilatation and the pres-
sure given in Eqs.~A5! and ~A6! for general values ofg
could be integrated to form statistics of interest as was done
for the monatomic case. However, given its complicated na-
ture, the solution is left in the current form.
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